Continuing Medical Education
NYP/Cornell

All are welcome!

Wednesday January 4th 2012 5:00pm-8:00pm

Combat Injuries and Treatment; Vietnam to Iraq (GWOT)
What has changed, what has stayed the same
How would we apply this to the Homefront

Gus Kappler, M.D. FACS
Major Ret, United States Army, 85th Evacuation Hospital, Phu Bai, Vietnam.
Lecturer in Surgery at Weill Cornell Medical College
Presentation of his Vietnam experience on film; Hospital Compound, Surrounding Landscape, MEDIVAC,

David B. Leeser, M.D., FACS
Director Pancreas Transplantation
Associate Clerkship Director Surgery
Weill-Cornell Medical College
LTC Ret, United States Army Medical Corps, Iraq

Stephen Rush, M.D.
Director, The NYU Gamma Knife Center.
LTC, Pararescue Flight Surgeon
USAF/ NY Air Guard.

Weill Cornell Campus, ROOM; M-107
Approval by NYC REMAC Applied for; Three Hours Lecture
Please RSVP by E-Mail if you plan on attending

Contact CME Coordinator STEVE SAMUELS, EMT-P, for further information.
SSAMUELS@NYP.ORG
516-383-7248